1. **Introduction**

Known as the administrative capital of South Africa, Pretoria forms part of the greater Tshwane. The buildings situated in the Pretoria Central Business District (CBD) are largely used to house government departments due to its role as administrative capital. These buildings include the Department of Home Affairs, the Department of Arts and Culture, the South African Reserve Bank and Statistics SA.

The vision of the city is to be “the leading African capital city of Excellence that empowers the community to prosper in a safe and healthy environment. To enhance the quality of life of all the people of Tshwane” (Tshwane, 2009). The people that move within this city environment are diverse as individuals and with regards to the functions they perform within it. There are a lot of people that travel into the CBD by day to work and visit. The migration of people into the city causes it to be a place bustling with dynamic movements as a result of this migration.

The city is divided into a grid that comprises of circulatory roads which frames well defined city blocks. Some of the city blocks that are framed by circulatory streets are spliced by arcades and pedestrian streets to facilitate the movement of people and to pull them into the blocks to perform and use certain functions. The selected site is located in the city block surrounded by Pretorius (S)-, Andries (W)-, Church (N)- and Van der Walt (E) Streets. The functions within this city block are predominantly occupied by commercial and retail functions with corporate activity as well as a small residential component.
Fig 25 Indicating Selected site, Central Street, in City block, with views from particular points in and around the block.
2. [Central Street]

Central Street is a pedestrianised street that links Pretorius (S) - and Church Street (N). The buildings surrounding it comprises of Central House, Jet Mart, the Standard Bank Centre, the Pieter Neethling Building and Central Towers. These buildings house both commercial and retail functions; ranging from independent businesses, such as hairdressers and tailors; to commercial businesses (Fig. 29). People utilize this street as thoroughfare between Pretorius and Church Street, as it is located between busy transport nodes which transport people into and out of the CBD. The movement that occurs as a result of these factors lends the attributes of a vibrant and extremely diverse setting, with the element of constant movement of pedestrians. The movement of people through the space links the various individuals from the various areas they came from.
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Fig 29 The existing functions and building programs located in Central Street

Fig 30 View from roof of Central House